
An exotic adventure story told with momentum and full of fun, action 
and discovery. It features two likeable teenage characters who younger 
children should have no problem associating with. Some of the plot 
details could be a little tricky for some children to remember.  
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Overview
for

teachers

As Ryan Flint craned to see past the 
crush of archeologists and workmen 

crammed into the narrow tunnel, 
he could barely breathe for excitement.  

It wasn’t every day you got to look 
inside a chamber that had not 

been entered by a single soul for more 
than three thousand years.  

At least, not by a living soul.



Context

About the author
Born in 1964, Helen Moss grew up in Worcestershire interspersed with trips to Saudi Arabia 
where her father worked.  Although she enjoyed making up stories and plays as a young girl, 
her studies took her on a more scientific route.  First she studied psychology and philosophy at 
Oxford University before going on to do a PhD in psycholinguistics at Cambridge University.  
Although Moss enjoyed being a scientist, the writing bug took hold again after she signed up to a 
creative writing class and she became a full-time writer not long after. She authored the successful 
Adventure Island series and has followed this up with a new adventure series, Secrets of the Tombs 
of which The Phoenix Code is the first.

When not writing adventure stories, she enjoys feeding her menagerie of animals, walking in the 
countryside, skiing, climbing trees and of course, reading.

What’s the story about?
Amongst a setting of secrecy, intrigue and paranoia, fifteen-year-old Ryan Flint, accompanying his 
journalist mother on an especially important Egyptian archeological dig, teams up with Cleopatra 
McNeil, the lead archeologist’s daughter, to help solve the mystery of where the ancient Benben 
Stone may be before the cult of The Eternal Sun gets their hands on it.    

Along the way, they are chased, spied on and stolen from and everyone is suspected...well, 
almost everyone.  Finally, they get a huge breakthrough when they accidentally unearth a historic 
manuscript written nearly 3,000 years ago by Rahotep, an ancient Egyptian ‘detective’.  He too 
had been charged with locating the infamous antiquity.  Between the two of them, they decode 
his story, solve his riddles and, throwing in a bit of luck, discover where the Benben Stone is...but 
since their notes are stolen, they discover they are not the only ones who now know.  

As a result, Cleo is forced to reveal all to her parents and their team.  Having already been 
embarrassed, Cleo’s parents are reluctant to act again on Cleo’s information so Rachel Meadows, 
a colleague and close friend of her parents, suggests she go investigate.  Ryan and Cleo secretly 
hitch a ride and discover that Rachel, along with JJ, another member of the dig team, are working 
for the The Eternal Sun.  After a showdown and a bit of kerfuffle, Rachel is defeated, the Benben 
Stone placed in ‘The Theban Museum’ and the correct world order once again established.  The 
story ends with all of them looking forward to their next trip to China...where no doubt another 
ancient adventure awaits them.  

Themes to look out for
• Trust

• Friendship 

• Deceit 

• History

• Connections between people 
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Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Literary techniques

Characters
The protagonists: Ryan Flint and Cleopatra McNeil
The hero and heroine of the story, Ryan and Cleo, are very differently drawn characters, yet they 
complement one another as each brings different strengths to their mystery-solving activities.

Ryan
Laughter and mirth follows this hugely popular character who is instantly liked by all those who 
meet him.  But there is more to Ryan than just a series of jokes.  He genuinely cares for Cleo and 
will do what he can to help her solve the mystery – including bravely (or foolishly) jumping into the 
Nile to rescue his backpack full of ancient antiquities.  He is quick-thinking, daring, perceptive and 
understands that a lot can be achieved using charm rather than force.  Ryan’s other role in the story 
is to simplify with analogies Cleo’s more complex explanations.   

Cleo
Serious, conscientious and highly intellectual, Cleo provides the academic know-how and decoding 
in the story and therefore is the cypher used by the author for explaining most of the plot to the 
reader-simplified version given through Ryan.  She is also the catalyst for much of the tension 
in the story through the presentation of her paranoia: because she suspects everyone, so does the 
reader.  However, for all her intelligence she is nonetheless a little slow to catch onto Ryan’s jokes 
and has little awareness in the nature of human relationships, highlighted by her comical social 
awkwardness.  She does begin to change though as the story develops.  Through her friendship with 
Ryan, the first with a person her own age, she begins to see the value of relationships and becomes 
less rigid in her outlook, recognising that rules sometimes need to be bent or broken.  

The suspects
Everyone is a suspect in this story and none of them are obviously portrayed as villains, except 
perhaps Nathan Quirke, the journalist who is described as ‘sly’ and ‘smirking’.  This, as with most of 
the other characters, is a red herring.  The real villain, as it turns out, is the one who is closest to the 
family and ironically, the one who Cleo, in the midst of her paranoia, least suspects.  From the outset, 
Rachel is portrayed as the loud, jovial, cake-making close friend of the family who supposedly has 
their best interests at heart.  Yet, the author has made it clear enough early on (I think), to show 
Rachel as the only clear suspect – her cruel, merciless heart only exposed at the end.  
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Setting

Modern-day Egypt provides the exotic backdrop to this typical adventure story and the author is at 
pains to make it appear as authentic a setting as possible by including small details that may not be 
relevant to the story, but give a distinct flavour of place.  She mentions how men wear the ‘galabaya’, 
describes how the two protagonists climbed to the ‘wadi’ and later, as the protagonists discuss ideas, 
they eat the local cuisine of hummus, pitta bread and falafel.  

At times, the landscape may appear harsh and intimidating.  At the Valley of the Kings, Cleo has 
to shade ‘...her eyes against the midday sun...’ as she stands amongst the ‘parched limestone crags’ 
and ‘gnarled acacia trees...’ while the busy Nile has ‘the carcass of a dead cow that was floating 
downstream.’  Ugly and hard though it sometimes is, it is also very beautiful.  The locals are charming 
and charmed by Ryan and the bouvardia shrub’s fragrance perfumes the air.  The characters may 
not be in their usual ‘safe’ location (though Cleo is rootless anyway), but the setting is not wholly 
intimidating.  This is just as well since they spend so much time going around on their own.   

Narrative techniques
Written in the third person, the story is seen through the alternating viewpoint of the two protagonists, 
Ryan and Cleo.  Whose turn it is depends on whose name is used in the first line of each chapter.  
This technique not only allows the reader to see the inner thoughts and feelings of the two characters 
but also enables us to compare what each character thinks of the other – often a source of humour. 
Getting two different points of view to events helps to open the world of the story further.  This is 
particularly helpful in a story with a vast amount of convoluted detail. 
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The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress
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Structure

Stripped down, the story follows a simple main plot – finding the Benben Stone before the villains – 
but is made to appear more convoluted by the real and apparent subterfuge of some of the characters, 
the amount of information that arises, the need for secrecy and the subsequent twists and turns 
along the way.  The story is told in chronological order, but through the discovery and reading of 
Rahotep’s secret manuscripts, we are able to go back in time to hear about another detective story 
highlighting how the present can mirror and inform the present.  

 

Language
Dialogue plays an important role in this story. It helps to define character, is a source of humour 
and is used (instead of the narrator) to present and explain plot.  Ryan and Cleo’s dialogue is 
very different.  Hers is steeped in serious academia while Ryan’s is more flippant and informal – 
both injecting the story with humour in their own particular way.  Ryan’s dialogue also acts as a 
‘translation device’ providing the reader with simple analogies of Cleo’s more complex explanations 
of events.  

To give the story a sense of time and reality, the author uses product proper nouns such as ‘Cornetto’ 
and ‘Magnum’ instead of the more generic ‘ice-cream’ or ‘Doritos’ instead of crisps.  Although 
contemporary readers will be able to identify with these products, there is a danger that they could 
‘date’ the story in time.  

Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise
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Special feature
The cliffhanger

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A cliffhanger is a narrative plot device where the action ends in such way that leaves a big 
unanswered question (What does this mean for the character?  What will happen next? Will they 
get out alive?) or provokes a shocking emotion (Oh my goodness!  She hasn’t really told him 
that has she?  I knew it was him all along!)   For this reason, they normally occur at the end of 
a chapter, acting as hook to intrigue the reader and entice them to carry on reading.  Sometimes 
the writer will answer the cliffhanger immediately in the next chapter, while other authors may 
tantalise the reader and leave them in suspense a while longer.  An answer must always be given 
though and don’t wait too long either otherwise the impact of the cliffhanger could be lost.  

According to James Scott Bell in his book Plot and Structure (2005), there are a few cliffhanger 
types or, as he likes to call them, ‘Read on prompts’ that are commonly used in fiction.  They are:

• A forecast or hint that something bad is going to happen

• A mysterious line of dialogue

• A suddenly revealed or discovered secret 

• A major decision or vow 

• An announcement of a devastating event

• A surprising discovery which prompts a reversal of fortunes or a twist in the plot

• A question left hanging in the air.

See how many of the above cliffhangers you can identify in The Phoenix Code!

 

A similarity between like features 
of two things, on which a 
comparison may be based.

Activities
for

children



Facts
What is the Benben Stone?
Who was Howard Carter?

What is the ‘mummy’s curse’?
What is a sarcophagus?

Who are Horus and Hathor?
What is the Book of Amduat?

Where is the Valley of the Kings?
What was Luxor previously known as?
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Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Before reading

Social and 
historical context

Research the culture and history of ancient Egypt, paying 
close attention to the burial process.

Find out what you can about Howard Carter and other archeologists who 
uncovered the Egyptian tombs in the early part of the twentieth century. 

What is modern Egypt like?
What does an archeologist’s job involve?
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Pictures 
and objects

Explore pictures of modern day Egypt: its people, cuisine and culture.  
Imagine you are there.  Write a short piece describing the scene using 

all your senses. 

Examine a picture of a pyramidion capstone and think about what it 
might represent. You could do the same for a scarab beetle too. 

How might the two objects be linked to the story?

Debate
How far do you agree with the uncovering 

of Egyptian tombs?
Should discovered artefacts remain in their country 

of origin or go to the country of the discoverer?
How important is trust in life?

Can broken trust ever be mended?



Stopping places

Things to discuss
Character: How is Ryan presented?  And Cleo?  What impressions do they have 
about one another and how does this change over the course of the first section?  Did 
your impressions of them change at all?  Why or why not?

Setting:  What is your impression of the tombs so far?  How have you come to this 
conclusion?

Narrative: What do you notice about the narrative viewpoint in Chapter 3?  What 
more do you learn from the change in viewpoint?

Language:  What words does the author use to build up a sense of excitement in the 
opening chapter?

Structure:  What did you think of the opening chapter?  In what ways was it a good 
way to open the story?  How quickly did the action happen?

How long does the drama last for?  Are you satisfied by its length or would you like 
the drama to be longer/shorter?

Story:  What kind of story do you think this is going to be?  What has the author done 
to make you say that?

Do you think it will be a serious or humorous story or both?

What was the most tense moment in the first section for you?  What did the author do 
to make you say that?

What do you think has happened to the Benben Stone?

Things to do...
Write a short piece involving yourself and one other character describing an event 
from your own point of view.  Now rewrite it, but from another person’s point of view.  
How does it differ?  Ideas you could use could be a parent telling you to tidy your 
bedroom, an argument with a friend which you regret or perhaps describing taking 
your dog a walk!  

1 Read to the end of Chapter 5
Focus on...
• First impressions 
• Presentation of Ryan and Cleo
• Narrative viewpoint

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques

During reading
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2 Read to the end of Chapter 11
Focus on...
• Prediction
• Complications
• Theme of trust

Things to discuss
Character:  How is Nathan Quirke presented?  What type of character do 
you think he will turn out to be, villain or hero?  Why?

Is Rachel, Cleo’s mum’s friend, to be trusted?  Why or why not?  Do you 
have enough evidence to make such a decision now?

Two other characters are mentioned by name in Chapter 11, Josh Jennings 
and Alex Shawcross.  Why do you think the author has introduced them 
in this chapter?  How, if at all, might they fit into the plot or do you think 
they are red herrings?  

Do you learn anything more about Ryan and Cleo in this section?  If so, 
what?   How do you think their relationship will develop?  What do you like 
about each character?  What would you say was their main characteristic?

Even though you have not met him yet, what are your impressions of 
Danny Farr?

Setting: What are your impressions of the setting?  Is it a place you would 
like to see?  What interests you most about the setting?

Structure: What does the author do to build up a sense of suspense in 
Chapter 9?

What complications are there in the story so far?  What do these 
complications add to the story?

Themes: In Chapter 11, Cleo finds herself mistrusting those around her, 
including Ryan.  Why do you think this is?  What does it tell you about 
her state of mind?  Who do you think is to be trusted or not trusted in the 
story so far?

Story: Is there anyone in the story you suspect was responsible for the theft 
in Peru?  What makes you say that?

Who do you think followed them into the tomb at the end of Chapter 9?  
Why do you say that? 

What are your thoughts on the plot so far?  What word best describes it?

Things to do...
Discuss in what ways Ryan and Cleo make a good team. What skills, 
knowledge and talents does each bring to the partnership?



3 Read to the end of Chapter 18
Focus on...
• Presentation of the Nile
• Potential suspects or red herrings
• Sense of uncertainty in the novel

Things to discuss
Character:  How do you think Ryan was feeling about himself and Cleo 
when he ‘...ground the pencil into the paper until the lead snapped’? (p.90)

What does the word ‘marched’ (p.91) suggest about the way Cleo is feeling 
about her argument with Ryan?  What does the author do to show she is in a 
state of confusion and turmoil in the first two chapters of this section?  Why 
do you think she feels such turmoil?

She keeps arguing with herself and, like the seesaw, her thoughts are up 
and down.  She desperately wants to believe Ryan, but her logic prevents 
her.

What are your thoughts on Leila Badawi and Max Henderson in this 
section?  Are they red herrings or suspects?

What do Ryan’s actions in Chapter 18 tell you about him?  How far do you 
believe Ryan is a good person?

Setting: What impressions of the Nile do you get from the author’s 
descriptions in Chapter 15 and 18?

Structure: What does the author do to create a sense of uncertainty in this 
section of the story?

Cleo is in turmoil and doesn’t know who to trust, Ryan is deliberately 
withholding information, the idea that someone may be following 
them and thinly-sketched characters appear who may or may not have 
something to do with the mystery. 

Story:  In Chapter 14, Cleo asks herself whether ‘to tell or not to tell’ her 
parents.  What do you think she should do?  How might it benefit her?  How 
might it change the course of the story if she did?  Indeed, would there be a 
story if she informed them?  Why or why not?

In what ways is the mystery in the story deepening?

Who do you think tried to steal Ryan’s backpack?

Things to do...
Make a list of all the characters you have met in the novel so far (including 
Daniel Farr) and write next to them whether you think they are a suspect or 
not to 1) The Peru theft and 2) The mystery of the Benben Stone?  List what 
clues or logic point to their guilt or innocence.  In what ways could the two 
events be connected?
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4 Read to the end of Chapter 25
Focus on...
• Ryan and Cleo’s friendship
• Comic action of chase scene

Things to discuss
Character:  How would you describe Ryan and Cleo’s friendship?  The 
author states in Chapter 20 that they ‘...could have been about to tango.  
Or wrestle.’ In what ways does this statement sum up their relationship? 

In Chapter 21, Cleo is described as unfurling the papyrus ‘with shaking 
hands.’  What do her actions tell you about the way she is feeling at that 
moment?

In Chapter 23, Ryan comments on the change in Cleo (p.161).  What do 
you think?  In what ways has she changed and in what ways is she still the 
same person you met at the beginning of the story?  And what about Ryan?  
Would you say he has changed in any way or has he remained the same?

Setting:  What if anything is unsettling about the settings?

Language:  Look at the verbs used to described Ryan and Cleo’s chase 
scene in Chapter 24 and 25.  What words give their actions and the story 
a sense of pace and emergency?  Does the scene remind you of anything 
you have read or seen before?

In what ways could the chase scene be described as slapstick?

Was there ever a time when you thought Ryan and Cleo were in any real 
danger?  Why do you say that?

What emotions when did you experience while reading Chapter 25? 

Themes: What themes do you think are beginning to emerge?
Look at what Ryan thinks about his relationship with Rahotep (p.144/145).  
What do you think of this idea?  What might the author be trying to say 
about the idea of time and people in time?

Story: What might the contents of the leather pouch signify?

Things to do...
Think about how far Ryan and Cleo have come in trying to solve the 
mystery of the whereabouts of the Benben Stone.  Write down how many 
of their breakthroughs came about through using reason and logic and 
how many through serendipity?  What do you notice?  In your opinion, 
which technique, if any, makes for a more captivating read?

15
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5 Read to the end of Chapter 33
Focus on...
• Structure of the ‘back story’
• Cinematic qualities of the text

Things to discuss
Character: At the end of Chapter 28, Ryan puts his hand on Cleo’s and she 
‘didn’t pull away’. What does her action, or lack of action, tell you about 
the way she may feel about Ryan?  What do you think are the chances of 
romance?  In what ways would this enhance or spoil the story? 

In what ways are Ryan and Rahotep similar?  What do these similarities 
suggest about the nature of people through time?

What do you learn about the character Rahotep from his own story?

Language: Which words or phrases create a sense of suspense at the 
beginning of Chapter 33?  

Structure: What technique is used to give you the ‘back story’ to the 
whereabouts of the Benben Stone?

What does hearing Rahotep’s own words add to the story?  How far does it 
make him appear like a ‘live person’?  Does it make the story seem more or 
less authentic?  Does it add tension?  If so, how?  If the author had decided to 
sum its contents up in one or two paragraphs, what ways would that change 
the nature of the story?

Story: In Chapter 27, Ryan comments, ‘If this were a movie...’.  In what 
ways would you say this story is influenced by cinema?  Do you think it 
would make a good film?  Why or why not?

What are your thoughts now about potential prime suspects in the story?  
What doubts do you still have about the characters and about the story?

What do you think will happen next?  What would you like to see happen in 
the final section?

Things to do...
At the beginning of Chapter 29, Cleo is compared to Nefertiti and Ryan to 
Rahotep.  Think about the qualities you have and decide which famous person 
in history you might associate with.  Now think about which person in history 
you would most like to be and say why.

Ryan and Cleo eat falafel, hummus and pitta bread at the beginning of this 
section.  Why not try making your own Egyptian-themed feast?
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Things to discuss
Character: How surprised were you by the outcome of the story?  At what point in 
the story, if any, did you realise she was the prime suspect?  Did you realise it was 
Rachel before or at the same time as Ryan and Cleo?  If you realised before, how did 
their ignorance make you feel towards them, yourself and the story?

How strong a villain was Rachel?

Why do you think Cleo and Ryan completely missed her as a suspect?  

How realistic do you think the characterisation in the story was?  

How important is it to you to have realistic characters in a story?

Who was your favourite character?

Setting: How is Nefertiti’s tomb presented?  

Language and Structure: What role does the dialogue play within the story?  

Language: Whose dialogue did you enjoy most – Ryan or Cleo’s?

Story: What did you enjoy most/least about the story?
Did anything you read disappoint you?  

Which was your favourite scene?

What would you tell the author to change if you could?

Were there points in the story where you lost interest or were you interested the 
whole way through?

6 Read to the end of the story
Focus on...
• Presentation of Nefertiti’s tomb
• The ending of the story and unveiling of 
 the villain



After reading

Adventures in a 
foreign land!

Write the first chapter of your own adventure story set in a foreign 
location.  Find out what you can about that location – what the 

people eat and wear, what the culture is and what the landscape is 
like.  Try and weave at least one of these aspects into your story to 
give a sense of place...and don’t forget the essential cliffhanger at 

the end of the chapter!
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Create & imagine
Developing a personal response to the novel
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Hieroglyphs  
Using the internet, find out what your name might 

look like in hieroglyphs.  Create your own bookmark 
with your hieroglyphic name on.  Try and make it as 

decorative as you can.   

In a few words…
Write a short, catchy summary of the story 

in no more than 100 words

Imagined dialogue
Imagine Rahotep and Ryan meet.  What 

might they say to one another?  Act out the 
scene.  Try and use the appropriate style of 

dialogue for each character. Character profile
Create a detailed character profile of Rahotep, 
the young priest.  Draw him as you think he 

might have looked.  



Memorable quotes

Legend had it that the Benben Stone possessed certain powers. It 
could grant eternal life and the knowledge of secret magic.  It could 
also be deployed as a terrible weapon, mightier than any nuclear 
bomb, toppling mountains and triggering earthquakes, floods and 
volcanic eruptions. 

‘I heard you broke your ankle?’ 
‘It wasn’t a break,’ Cleo corrected. ‘It was a complex bimalleolar 
fracture.  Plus significant ligament damage, obviously.’

‘Let me just stop you there.  You mean you can read hieroglyphics?’ 
‘ You mean you can’t?’ 
‘Er, no-o!’ Ryan laughed. ‘I must have been off school that day!’

‘ There are certain procedures and protocols that archaeologists 
follow, you know.  It ’s not all just running around and grabbing 
treasure like in those Indiana Jones movies!’

There was a pause. Ryan knew that Cleo was telling him something 
vital, but he had no idea what it was.

 

   

‘Why would Smenkhkare bury the stone deep underground in a 
chamber with no windows and no way for the light to get in at all? 
It would be completely useless.’

‘ You silly billies! Why didn’t you discuss this with the rest of the 
team, instead of all this cloak-and-dagger nonsense?’

‘ Your secret nocturnal life as a tomb raider is safe with me!’

I knew we should never have opened that chamber!

He laughed as he spoke but silently he vowed never to jump into 
uncharted waters from a moving vehicle again.



Cleo gazed out across the Nile. 
The city lights from the east bank 

shimmered on the dark water. She 
heard the blaring horn of a passing 

cruise ship, a prayer call and the 
haunting cry of a stone curlew. The 

warm air was full of the smoky 
smell of the barbecue. However much 
she studied, she thought, she’d never 
figure out why human relationships 

had to be so complicated.



‘A fast-moving plot, plenty of cliff-hangers and unexpected bad-guys, 
with humour provided by interplay between happy-go-lucky Ryan and 
nerdy Chloe in this engaging, informative ancient historical mystery.’    

Booktrust 

‘A thrilling mystery story which crackles with tension as the secrets of 
a tomb that has closed for 3000 years is about to be opened.’

Julia Eccleshare, 
LoveReading4Kids
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